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The present Vinvention relat'e's to new and use 
ful improvements in sport Í‘shoes and has special 
reference to the formation of the 'exterior surface 
of the sole thereof. Theinvention consists of the 
construction and arrangement of the parts there- . 
of as will be more fully hereinafter described 'and 
claimed. Y 

Mountain shoes having metal 'fnails 'or V"spikes 
are objectionable and even dangerous in many re 
spects. The nails and spikes become worn and 
blunt and will not take the icy ground or the wet 
rock and tend to cause slipping or skidding in 
stead of preventing it. 
The object of this invention is to provide a 

sport shoe having a, sole yof rubber and having ribs 
with angular engaging edges which increase the 
frictional contact when climbing in the rocks, 
etc., and obviating and dispensing with the use 
of nails and spikes which have been in common 
use especially for mountain shoes. 
With these and other objects in View the inven 

tion consists of the construction, arrangement 
and combination of parts herein shown and de 
scribed and more particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 
In the drawings wherein like reference charac 

ters indicate like or corresponding parts: 
Fig. 1 is a view of the bottom of the new sole, 
Fig. 2 illustrates part of the sole in aside view, 
Fig. 3 is a section taken on the lines III-III of 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 shows a modified construction of the ribs 

on the sole in a cross section, 
Figs. 5 to 8 show each in a, plan View a modified 

construction and arrangement of the ribs. 
Fig. 9 shows a section of the attachment of the 

rubber sole on the leather sole 0f the shoe. 
Referring to the drawings A denotes the sole 

of rubber made in accordance with my invention 
and is provided with a plurality of ribs I, 2 and 
3 of different length and shape. Each rib I, 2 
and 3 is provided with two slanting faces a, b 
meeting in a line c. The ribs I are standing at 
a right angle or approximately so to the outline 
of the sole A and of the heel B and the shorter 
ribs 2 are parallel with the Said edge or nearly 
so. The ribs I have flanks g slanting inwardly. 
The inner end of each rib I is stepped by e, the 
inner faces d of the ribs I, 2 and 3 are slanting 
too. The length of the ribs I differs slightly, 
leaving a ñeld 5 in the centre of the sole and of 
the heel in which the ribs 3 are arranged, Each 
rib 3 consists of two members slanting at right 
angle to each other, the members being alike in 
shape and size. Each has the slanting faces a, b, 
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d 'and g. The ribs "I, '2 'and «3 are distributed over 

'I'he ribs I `to 3 provide the contact 
ing edgescfto‘increase the friction ofthe sole on 
the surface, on which it may bear and »thereby 
provide ashoe which is especially-‘applicable‘for 
mountain climbing. _The foot ̀ will ñnd-‘a 'ñrm grip 
bi'l'a lWet 'and ièyrock. Therïíbs I,f'2, 3 provide a 
great number of contacting angular edges to ‘ob 
viate lateral movement or sliding of the sole. As 
the angular edges c of the ribs I, 2 are set at a 
right angle either forward or backward as well 
as sideward slipping is prevented. 

'I’he outline of the sole may diiïer, it may have 
the shape as denoted by the dotted line f (Fig. 1). 
As shown in Fig. 4 the height of the ribs I,‘ 2 

and 3 may be reduced, it may be mad-e propor 
tionate to the size of the shoe and thickness of the 
sole and adapt the improvement for use in con 
nection with either ladies’ or men’s shoes and for 
any other sporting as well as general purpose. 
The principle underlying my invention may be 

embodied in a sole as shown in Fig. 5. A rib 6 
having a cross-section as shown in Fig. 3 runs 
along the edge of the sole A. At equal distances 

> apart cross ribs 'I are arranged having a shape 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The angular edges c 
of the ribs 6 and 'I extending at right angles to 
each other increase the frictional resistance of 
the shoe to sideslip in any direction. 
In Fig. 6 two different embodiments of my in 

vention are shown by way of examples, one above 
and one below the centre line. 
In the example illustrated above the centre line 

(Fig. 6) the'ribs have angular` or L-shape. Two 
members 8, 9 join at a right angle. The ribs have 
the cross-section as described with reference to 
Figs. 1 to 3. The ribs are directed with the longer 
member at a right angle to the outline of the sole 
and the heel. 
In the example shown in the lower half of Fig. 

6 the ribs 8', 9’ have T-shape. The longer mem 
bers 9’ of the ribs run right to the edge of the 
sole A and of the heel B. In the centre space I0 
short ribs II or spikes are arranged regularly dis 
tributed over the middle field. 
The sole shown in Fig. 7 shows long double ribs 

I2 running at a. right angle to the outline of the 
sole and shorter ribs I3 running parallel to the 
outline and at some distance apart therefrom. 
The cross-section of the ribs and the general ar 
rangement is the same as described with ref» 
erence to Figs. 1 to 3, except that the base of the 
ribs I2 has double the breadth, but there are two 
ridges c. In the centre of the sole A and of the 
heel B are ribs I4 at equal angular displacement. 
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The Fig. 8 shows a configuration in which the 
ribs l5, I5’ are running at right angle to the out 
line of the sole and are interconnected by a rib 
I6. From the member I5’ branch two ribs Il 
which run to different sides of the member l5' 
and which end in short members I8, i8’ running 
parallel to the members l5, I5’. 
The rubber sole A and the heel B are cast in 

one piece. Ribs are arranged at the bridge C close 
to the heel. It will be also observed that each of 
the numerous ribs presents at least one ridge 
adapted to increase the hold of the shoe on the 
ice preventing slipping in any direction. 
Snow and ice or what material it may gather 

between the ribs may be readily forced out by the 
movement of the foot which will bend the sole as 
will be readily understood. It will be obviously 
apparent that the dimensions of the ribs, their 
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height may be made proportionate to the size of  
the shoe and the thickness of the sole. 
The rubber sole A may be 'cemented to the 

leather sole D of the shoe' and may be further 
fastened thereon by metal staples 4 (Fig. 9). It is 
of advantage to place a layer of fabric between 
the rubber sole and the leather sole when cementw 
ing the soles together. 
Having thus described the invention, what is 

. claimed as new is: 
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1. As an improved article of manufacture a 

rubber sole for a shoe especially for climbing in 
mountains and for general sporting purposes hav 
ing ribs distributed over sole, bridge and heel of 
the shoe, some ribs running at right angle to the 
outline of the sole and heel and intermediate ribs 
running parallel thereto. 

2. As an improved article of manufacture a 
rubber sole for a shoe especially for climbing ln 
mountains and for general sporting purposes hav 
ing a plurality of ribs distributed over the wearing 
face of the sole and heel of a shoe, each rib com 
prising a broad base and a top ridge with slanting 
walls a, b. 
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